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ZIG WHEN THEY ZAG 

 

You’ve all heard the phrase Zig when They Zag, but let’s spin that on its head. There’s a little 

bit of a problem with this model - there are two types of zigging and only one really works: 

 

A. Faux-zigging: Ask - what can I do differently that my customers will love? 

 

The problem with this question is that other studios are probably asking the same 

question. So you all end up with the same or similar offerings. This is zigging without 

really zigging. 

 

Then there's... 

 

B. True-zigging: Ask - what can I do differently that my customers will love, but my 

competitors will have trouble doing? This will take your greatest strengths and turn 

them into something unique to your studio - unlike anyone else. 

 

After all, to Zig is to innovate. To innovate you must bring something totally new, totally 

unique and totally sensational to the market. 

 

LOOK FOR THE SWISS CHEESE 

 

What are the gaps that you are not providing in your studio? In what areas is your studio 

below-par and how can you creatively rectify this situation? It’s like Swiss Cheese - it can 

look good from the outside, but when you slice in, there are holes everywhere. First of all 

you need to identify your cheesy holes. Then, look at the cheese itself - what are you really 

great at? What are your unique strengths that are not being fully taken advantage of? 

 

HINT: If you are looking at your competitors to see what they’re doing - you’re never going 

to innovate. Ignore your competitors and focus on the real game changers. Find the leading 

studios overseas - what are they offering? How are they structuring their studio? How are 

they advertising? 

 

You’ll be truly zigging when you create a new program that highlights your unique skills, fills 

the gaps in what you’ve been providing and is something that only your studio can deliver 


